PART 1 - GENERAL

1.01 DESIGN CRITERIA

A. See requirements for standard bathroom design, including floors, walls, and all plumbing fixtures, piping, and accessories under WSU Design Standard 22 00 00 “Plumbing.”

B. Plumbing Chase(s): See WSU Design Standard 22 00 00 “Plumbing” regarding the specific requirements for plumbing chases. Architect and Mechanical Engineer of Record are responsible to coordinate plumbing chase design.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

A. All accessories shall be surface mounted.

B. Paper towel dispenser(s): Manual roll-type; surface mounted
   1. Owner-provided; Contractor-installed
   2. One paper towel dispensers for 1-2 lavatories
   3. Two paper towel dispensers for 3-10 lavatories
   4. One additional paper towel dispenser for every five additional lavatories
   5. Pre-Approved Manufacturer: Kimberley Clark #09990-02

C. Waste receptacle(s): Freestanding
   1. Owner-provided and installed
   2. One waste receptacle near the restroom entrance, where possible (waste receptacle locations shall not conflict with ADA requirements)
   3. One waste receptacle per paper towel dispenser
   4. Pre-Approved Manufacturer: Rubbermaid #8170-88 (Beige)

D. Liquid soap dispenser(s): Surface mounted; one per every two lavatories.
   (For odd number of sinks, provide an additional dispenser.)
   1. Owner-provided; Contractor-installed
   2. Do not mount soap dispensers on mirror. Preferred mounting for dispenser shall be over countertop surrounding lavatories.
   3. Identify locations in design drawings and interior elevation details.
   4. Ensure design allows for easy use and refilling access.
   5. Pre-Approved Manufacturer: AmSan #6-1250 ML Gray dispenser

E. Mirror(s): One per lavatory, plus one extra
   1. Contractor-provided; Contractor-installed
2. Mirrors shall be modular in design, generally sized to match each lavatory and adjacent countertop. Large pane glass mirrors (i.e., one mirrors spanning the entire countertop) are not acceptable.

3. Pre-approved manufacturer:
   i. Standard: Bobrick B-290
   ii. ADA-compliant lavatories: Bobrick B-293
   iii. Mirrors on separate walls to have bookshelf: Bobrick B-292

F. Toilet paper dispenser(s): Surface mounted; one per toilet
   i. Owner-provided; Contractor-installed
   ii. Pre-approved manufacturer: Kimberley Clark #09507-00

G. Sanitary napkin dispenser: WSU PM will coordinate with Housing and Dining Services (University Vending) for provision and installation.

H. Sanitary napkin disposal:
   1. Owner-provided and installed
   2. One per two women's toilet place under partition between stalls
   3. Pre-Approved Manufacturer: Impact #1115

I. Grab bars:
   1. Contractor-provided; Contractor-installed
   2. Pre-Approved Manufacturer: Bobrick B-6806; dimensions vary based on location.

J. Baby Changing Tables: At least one pair of bathrooms (Women's and Men's) in each facility shall be provided with fold-down diaper decks or baby changing tables. More may be appropriate depending on the facility use. These bathrooms shall be provided with signs indicating changing tables are available.
   1. Contractor-provided; Contractor-installed
   2. Pre-approved Manufacturers:
      i. Koala Bear Kare Products, horizontal or vertical design
      ii. Rubbermaid's "Sturdy Station."

K. Toilet seat cover dispensers: Not permitted.

END OF SECTION